Free Your Ride For Your Safety!!

Bikersoul makes innovative motorcycle accessories. All our product was designed to make a
rider free and safe. We make our product strong and durable for the all the bikers who is
working with their motorcycle or enjoying their riding in various environment.

Compact and Solid

All New Magfit-MINI

Launching!!
Simple and easy to use, Compact size,
Phone holding solution for all motorcycle, bicycle riders.
YAMAHA choosed Magfit-MINI as their holder
2 strong neodium
magnet holder phone
very firmly

Very thin steel pad on
the phone cover is
stuck to the holder

Various arm mount is provided to
be installed your motorcycle or
bicycle.

Magfit MINI
MOTO PACK

Long arm mount/
Ball mount for rear/
Package for small
motorcycles

Magfit MINI
BIKE PACK

Short arm mount / U
bar mount / Phone pad
/ Package for big
motorcycle or bicycle
which has a bar

YAMAHA ‘s choice
GenBlu is Yamaha’s sub
brand.

Contact : k@bikersoul.com

For the professional rider

Magfit Original

Bulky but strong!!!
Magfit original protect the phone from tips, dust and rain.
And it reduce phone temperature, and maximize phone readability
under the strong sun light.
Magfit Pro even provide instant charging fuction.
Perfect solution for delivery man. Can’t be better.

2 strong neodium
magnet holder phone
very firmly
Strong sun shield
protect the phone from
the sun light, tips, dust,
dirt even rain.

Instant high speed
charging by the
charging pad

Charging pad is taken
off from the phone by
sliding. Don’t need to
carry the pad all the
time on the phone.

YAMAHA ‘s choice.
GenBlu is Yamaha’s sub
brand.

Contact : k@bikersoul.com

Magfit Original Line-ups

Description

Contact : k@bikersoul.com

TOURER

PRO

MOTO

BIKE

Magfit premium
package which
provide charging
function and include
all mounting
accessories, cigar
jack plug. This
model can be used
to both any type of
motorcycle and
bicycle.

Perfect package for
professional worker
riding motorcycle.
High speed charging
function and
essential
accessories.

Simple package for
in-town commuters
and students. Or
some riders who has
smartphone
charging solution
already in his
motorcycle can
choose this package
with an affordable
price.

Best solution for
bicycle tourers.
Providing short
mounting accessory
to fit the bicycle and
U ball mount for
installation with any
bar.

Charging

Charging

Main Unit

Sliding pad

Mounts

Package

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

(W) 175 mm
(D) 106 mm
(H) 128 mm

Weight

800g

760g

720g

720g

Free your ride For your safety!!

Bikersoul makes innovative motorcycle accessories. All our product was designed to make a rider
free and safe. We make our product strong and durable for the all the bikers who is working with
their motorcycle or enjoying their riding in various environment.

